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Abstract: Plasma cell-free tumor DNA, or circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), from liquid biopsy 

is a potential source of tumor genetic material, in the absence of tissue biopsy, for EGFR testing. 

Our validation study reiterates the clinical utility of ctDNA next generation sequencing (NGS) 

for EGFR mutation testing in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). A total of 163 NSCLC cases 

were included in the validation, of which 132 patients had paired tissue biopsy and ctDNA. We 

chose to validate ctDNA using deep sequencing with custom designed bioinformatics methods 

that could detect somatic mutations at allele frequencies as low as 0.01%. Benchmarking allele 

specific real time PCR as one of the standard methods for tissue-based EGFR mutation testing, 

the ctDNA NGS test was validated on all the plasma derived cell-free DNA samples. We observed 

a high concordance (96.96%) between tissue biopsy and ctDNA for oncogenic driver mutations 

in Exon 19 and Exon 21 of the EGFR gene. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, 

negative predictive value, and diagnostic accuracy of the assay were 91.1%, 100% 100%, 95.6%, 

and 97%, respectively. A false negative rate of 3% was observed. A subset of mutations was 

also verified on droplet digital PCR. Sixteen percent EGFR mutation positivity was observed 

in patients where only liquid biopsy was available, thus creating options for targeted therapy. 

This is the first and largest study from India, demonstrating successful validation of circulating 

cell-free DNA as a clinically useful material for molecular testing in NSCLC. 

Keywords: liquid biopsy, NSCLC, EGFR, ctDNA, NGS

Introduction
Recurrent somatic mutations in lung cancer are well known and effective targeted 

therapies are available. Somatic mutations in the kinase domain of EGFR leads to con-

stitutive activation of EGFR that results in uncontrolled cell proliferation and inhibition 

of apoptosis which promotes tumor growth in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).1 

The most common activating mutations are located in Exons 18, 19, 20, and 21 which 

spans the TK domain of EGFR.2–4 Ever since the US Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA)’s approval of TKIs for first line therapy in advanced NSCLC, clinical guidelines 

have been recommending EGFR mutation testing in all NSCLC patients at the time of 

diagnosis for treatment decisions.5 The cancer incidence in India is increasing rapidly, 

with lung cancer being the second most common cancer after breast, with an estimated 

0.1 million new cases during 2016 which is expected to increase to 0.14 million cases 

by 2020, accounting for 23% increase in incidence rate. Early detection of cancer and a 

personalized approach for treatment, with frequent assessment of therapeutic response, 

could improve the survival outcome in these patients, thus, reducing the mortality. With 
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current approaches in molecular targeted therapies in NSCLC, 

advancements in mutation detection technologies will become 

a valuable addition to address the treatment planning for 

the increasing burden of lung cancer, and circulating tumor 

DNA (ctDNA) or liquid biopsy, in recent years, has been at 

the forefront of research and transition to a clinical setting. 

Historically, tissue biopsy is the gold standard for establish-

ing the EGFR mutation status. Based on our own experience, 

in a significant percentage of newly diagnosed lung cancer 

patients, which accounts for approximately 30%, it has not 

been possible to get tissue biopsy samples (K Prabhash, Tata 

Memorial Hospital, personal communication, November 

2016). In recent years, liquid biopsy has gained importance 

as a potential alternative source of tumor genetic material 

for molecular diagnostics. The hypothesis of liquid biopsy, 

cell-free ctDNA, as a promising alternative to tissue biopsy 

for EGFR testing, has been proven and well established from 

the encouraging results of clinical outcomes in one of the 

most recent global clinical trials on NSCLC patients (Phase 

III LUX-Lung 3/6).6 The role of liquid biopsy is also being 

investigated for monitoring of treatment effect.

Allele specific PCR, Scorpion Amplified Refractory 

Mutation System (ARMS) PCR, droplet digital PCR 

(ddPCR), and next generation sequencing (NGS) are the 

most commonly used technologies for mutation detection 

in ctDNA.7–9 While the PCR-based methods can detect only 

specific hotspot mutations, NGS has the advantage of detect-

ing novel mutations in addition to the hotspots. NGS has the 

additional advantage of being cost effective in screening for 

multiple genes and hotspots in a single assay. The specificity 

and sensitivity of the ctDNA-based mutation testing depends 

not only on the technology, but also to a large extent on biol-

ogy of the tumor and its clinicopathological staging.

In this study, we present our findings on validation of 

ctDNA as a clinically useful biomarker/tumor genetic material 

for screening recurrent somatic mutations or hotspot muta-

tions in EGFR (Exon 19/Exon 21) in NSCLC patients. The 

choice of hotspots are based on the frequency of mutations 

in EGFR documented in advanced NSCLC adenocarcinoma 

patients, wherein the presence or absence of these mutations 

influence treatment decisions. To the best of our knowledge, 

this is the largest study on validation of liquid biopsy as a 

predictive clinical biomarker in NSCLC patients from India.

Methods
Ethics statement 
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board 

(IRB) and the Ethics Committee (EC) of Tata Memorial 

Hospital (Mumbai, India). This study was monitored by 

data monitoring committee of Tata Memorial Hospital. All 

patients were recruited and gave written informed consent 

for use of their blood plasma and tissue biopsy. All clinical 

data and samples were received anonymously.

The patients were arranged in two groups. The first group 

consisted of 132 patients where the paired biopsy of the tissue 

and the liquid biopsy (blood sample) was available (Figure 1). 

The second group consisted of 31 patients who did not have 

tissue biopsy due to various technical reasons (e.g., insuffi-

cient tissue material, poor quality DNA, no DNA, low tumor 

yield). However, liquid biopsy (blood sample) was available 

for these patients which was processed for ctDNA NGS test.

Patients and sample collection
A total of 163 treatment naïve patients diagnosed with 

advanced NSCLC, at Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai were 

enrolled in this study. These patients had both blood and tissue 

samples available. It was taken from the database maintained in 

the Medical Oncology Department at Tata Memorial Hospital. 

Sample processing and DNA extraction 
for tissue biopsy and liquid biopsy
For liquid biopsy test 20 mL peripheral blood was collected 

in Streck® tubes, at the time of diagnosis, as per the IRB and 

the EC recommendations, an informed consent was obtained 

from the patients enrolled in the study. The sampling was 

done at the same time for tissue biopsy as well as blood for 

ctDNA/liquid biopsy in all the 132 patients to reduce the 

effect of any temporal variations, and to ensure uniformity.

Approximately 10 mL plasma was obtained for all the 

patients and the plasma cfDNA was isolated using standard 

procedure (Qiagen kit [Cat. no. 55114] Qiagen NV, Venlo, 

the Netherlands). The circulating nucleic acid isolation kit 

from Qiagen has been very robust in obtaining consistent 

and good quality cell-free DNA.

Similarly, in all the patients, where biopsy was avail-

able, tumor genomic DNA extracted from FFPE blocks was 

analyzed for EGFR mutation status by allele specific real 

time PCR.11 

Library construction and target 
enrichment 
Target enrichment was performed using amplicon-based 

method adopting custom designed amplicons for the EGFR 

Exon 19/Exon 21 region. The targeted region consists of 

recurrent hotspot mutations (including SNPs, insertions/

deletions less than 25 bp) in EGFR. Input of ctDNA varied 
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in the range of 3–50 ng for target enrichment. The amplicons 

were subjected to NGS library preparation using KAPA HTP 

library preparation kit from Illumina. The NGS libraries 

were sequenced at ultra-high depth of 100,000× depth using 

Illumina (San Diego, CA, USA) HiSeq 2500® instrument.

Sequenced data analysis 
The raw fastq sequences obtained were aligned to human 

reference genome (GRCh37/hg19) using BWA program32,33 

and processed using Picard and GATK toolkits.34,35 The low 

frequency variants were identified using LoFreq program. 

An in-house method has been developed to filter the low 

frequency variant to control false positive rate at ultra-high 

depth sequencing of the samples. We have applied a voting 

based method to identify the low frequency variants. In our 

method, we generated 70 in silico experiments of the input 

sample by down sampling. The in-silico instance average 

read depth varies from 100×-100,000×. Variant calling is 

performed for each in silico experiment and also on the 

instance with all reads. The variants predicted from each 

instance are aggregated. A voting score is generated for each 

variant. Higher voting score represents higher confidence for 

the variant identified in the sample. The allele frequency was 

calculated for all the filtered mutants. The allele frequency 

is defined as the ratio of mutant read count vs. total read 

depth at the mutant position. The filtered variants were then 

annotated using our in-house annotation pipeline (VariMAT). 

The variants present in the sample, but found in various 

population databases (1000G, ExAC, EVS, 1000Japanese, 

dbSNP, UK10K, MedVarDb [in-house database]) with ≥1% 

were filtered from reporting.36–41 Clinically relevant muta-

tions were annotated using published literature, databases, 

and in-house proprietary databases.

Our in-house curated somatic database (OncoMD) 

(http://oncomd.medgenome.com/MutationViewer),42 which 

includes somatic variants from published literature, TCGA, 

and ICGC was used to identify clinically significant somatic 

mutations as per the AMP-ASCO-CAP guidelines.43 

Figure 1 Schematic representation of patients enrolled in the study and their mutation status.
Abbreviations: ctDNA, circulating tumor DNA; NGS, next generation sequencing; PCR, polymerase chain reaction. 
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Technical validation of assay on reference 
standard samples
External reference standards kit (HD780) for cell-free tumor 

DNA was procured from Horizon Discovery (Cambridge, 

UK) technologies to derive the performance characteristics 

of the ctDNA NGS test. The Horizon standards included a 

panel of mutations: EGFR (L858R, E746-A750 del, T790M, 

V769-D770insASV), KRAS (G12D), NRAS (Q61K, A59T), 

at different allele frequencies: 5% and 1%, 0.1%, and 0% 

(Wild type). Tissue-based EGFR mutation status based on 

allele specific real time PCR30 was considered as the bench-

mark reference standard for all the concordance analysis and 

the metrics of validation between ctDNA and tissue biopsy 

was limited to EGFR Exon 19 and Exon 21 only. The variant 

class includes missense mutations and short indels.

A subset of samples which were Exon 19 (deletions) posi-

tive, were also verified with ddPCR. ddPCR™ EGFR Exon 

19 Deletions Screening Kit, (Cat. no. 12002392) and Cat. no. 

10031249: Wild type HEX label (Wt EGFR T790M), Cat. 

no. 10031246: mutant type FAM label (EGFR T790M), was 

purchased from Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc. (Hercules, CA, 

USA) and the ddPCR experiments were performed as per 

the manufacturer’s recommendations. All the experiments 

were performed on Bio-Rad QX-100 instrument. The results 

were analyzed using the inbuilt software Quantasoft V1.7. 

The ctDNA input in ddPCR varied from 0.65 ng to 26 ng, 

depending on the yield from plasma. 

Results
Technical validation of ctDNA NGS test
As part of technical validation, we first validated our ctDNA 

NGS test on external reference kit (HD780) that consists of 

four cell-free DNA samples provided by Horizon discovery 

technologies. The mutation status of EGFR gene was evalu-

ated for these reference samples using our targeted sequenc-

ing ctDNA NGS test. The sequenced data generated for these 

four reference standard samples were at an average depth of 

100,000×. For all these four samples, technical duplicates 

were also generated. We obtained 100% concordance for 

the panel of mutations with manufacturer’s estimation of 

mutation allele frequencies up to 1%. 

There were 132 patients for whom we had information on 

tissue biopsy EGFR mutation status (Exon 19 and Exon 21), 

which constitutes greater than 90% of all the EGFR activat-

ing mutations known in NSCLC patients.10 Benchmarking 

tissue biopsy as a gold standard for mutation analysis, we 

calculated the metrics of validation for our ctDNA NGS assay 

in these 132 cases. 

Tissue biopsy genotyping by allele specific 
real time PCR
For the tissue biopsy sample set consisting of 132 patients, 

the tumor genomic DNA was analyzed for EGFR Exon-19 

and Exon-21 mutation status in the hotspot regions using 

allele specific real time PCR.11 The overall clinical and 

demographic summary of the subjects included in this study 

is provided in Table 1. Of the 132 patients, 45 (34%) were 

found positive for EGFR mutation. Of the positive case, 36 

patients were positive for EGFR Exon-19 deletions muta-

tion and nine patients were positive for EGFR Exon-21 SNP 

(L858R or L861Q). The result from allele specific real time 

PCR was taken as gold standard result and was compared 

with the results obtained using ctDNA NGS test.

Targeted sequencing of hotspot 
mutations in ctDNA NGS assay
The targeted sequencing of the 163 samples was performed 

at an average depth of ~100,000×. More than 85% of the data 

passed Q30 Phred score. Of the total reads obtained, ~99% 

of them mapped to the reference human genome (hg19). Of 

the total aligned reads, 95% of them mapped to the targeted 

region. After performing the variant calling and filtering, 

the EGFR mutations overlapping the Exon-19 and Exon-21 

hotspot regions were evaluated for further analysis. The result 

obtained is summarized in Figure 1.

Overall, out of 45 EGFR positive patients (as per tissue 

biopsy), ctDNA NGS test identified 41 patients as EGFR 

positive. Of these, we found 34 and seven patients positive 

Table 1 Summary of clinical and demographic details of the 
subjects

Clinical/demographic details Variables

Total number of subjects 132 
Wild type for EGFR Exon-19 and Exon-21 hotspot 
mutation

87

Mutated for EGFR (Exon 19/Exon 21) 45
EGFR Exon-19 mutated subjects 36
EGFR Exon-21 mutated subjects  9

Clinical stage** Stage IV
Gender

Number of male subjects 92
Number of female subjects 40

Histology
Adenocarcinoma 113
Squamous cell carcinoma 19

Smoking status
Smokers 77
Non-smokers 55

Note: **All patients were diagnosed with distant metastases which included bone, 
brain, liver, adrenal, and lung sites.
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for EGFR Exon-19 and Exon-21, respectively (Table 2). 

All 87 EGFR negative patients (as per tissue biopsy), were 

found to be EGFR negative using ctDNA NGS test. The 

overall accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and precision of 

the ctDNA NGS test was 96.97%, 91.11%, 100%, and 

100% respectively (Table 3). Of the total EGFR positive 

patients identified from ctDNA NGS test, in 47% of them 

the mutant allele percentage detected in ctDNA was less 

than 1%, with the majority of them being EGFR Exon-19 

mutations (Figure 2). There were only ten patients (14.6% 

of total EGFR positive patients) for whom we found mutant 

allele presence at more than 10% in ctDNA NGS test. The 

least mutant allele percentage detected using ctDNA NGS 

test was 0.03%, whereas, the highest mutant allele percent-

age observed was 37.27%. Of the total EGFR Exon-19 

mutated patients, 50% of them carried EGFR E746-A750del 

(Table 3) mutation which is one of the most frequent dele-

tions reported in literature for NSCLC patients (COSMIC 

ID: COSM12980). There were four patients for whom we 

could not detect EGFR mutation in cfDNA NGS test. For 

these patients, the DNA from tumor tissue biopsy was also 

sequenced using the same targeted sequencing NGS proto-

col, and in all four patients the tissue sample was found to 

be positive for EGFR (Table 4).

There were 31 cases for which tumor biopsy was not 

available. For these cases, liquid biopsy sample was available 

and hence ctDNA-based NGS testing was performed on the 

same. As an outcome of liquid biopsy alone in this subset, 

six patients were positive for EGFR mutation on ctDNA 

NGS testing (Table 5).Out of five positive cases two patients 

had Exon 19 deletion and the remaining three had Exon 21 

L858R mutation. There was one patient who was positive 

for T790M mutation. The mutant allele fraction varies from 

0.01% to 30.3%.

We also verified our ctDNA NGS findings for all Exon 

19 deletions and T790M mutation positive cases on plasma 

using ddPCR. Table 6 summarizes the comparison of 

 mutation  status across three different technologies for dif-

ferent patients. We found nearly 100% concordance between 

allele specific PCR, ctDNA NGS, and ddPCR.

We also analyzed the false negatives of ctDNA NGS on 

ddPCR, and noticed that one of two Exon 19 deletion cases 

was positive on ddPCR. 

Discussion
In this study, we have validated our ctDNA NGS assay on 163 

NSCLC patients from India. Our study has shown very high 

(96.97%) concordance between allele specific real time PCR 

(on tumor tissue DNA) and ctDNA NGS test performed on 

the plasma cell-free DNA for the EGFR mutation detection 

(Exon 19 and Exon 21 mutations).

For ctDNA mutation profiling, NGS was the choice of 

technology based on its sensitivity, specificity, robustness/

reproducibility, ability to detect known and unknown muta-

tions in several genes in one assay, and above all, its cost 

effectiveness/affordability in testing in Indian patient popula-

tion without having a major impact on the cancer treatment 

management.

The precision and specificity of the ctDNA NGS assay 

observed was 100%. A false negative rate of 3% was observed 

in this study, and is one of the lowest documented in ctDNA-

based EGFR testing. There were four EGFR mutation positive 

patients (as per tissue biopsy), where the EGFR mutation 

could not be detected using ctDNA NGS assay. A retrospec-

tive workup on the tumor tissue DNA using the targeted NGS 

assay, revealed mutation positivity, further confirming the 

false negative status of ctDNA for EGFR mutation. There 

were samples in which ctDNA NGS assay failed to detect 

EGFR mutations, which could be due to various factors 

including inherent tumor biology and extremely low mutant 

frequency which is beyond limit of detection for the assay.

Apart from being a non-invasive/minimally invasive 

test with high accuracy, the ctDNA NGS test also offers 

other advantages which include: a) ability to identify novel 

Table 2 Performance metrics for ctDNA NGS test (calculated based on clinical validation of 132 patient samples)

Patient type Patient count Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Accuracy (%) Precision (%)

True 
positive

False  
negative

True  
negative

False 
positive

Exon-19 mutated 34 2 96 0 94.44 100 98.48 100
Exon-21 mutated 7 2 123 0 77.78 100 98.48 100
Overall mutated 41 4 87 0 91.11 100 96.97 100

Notes: True positive: samples predicted as EGFR mutated in allele specific real time PCR and ctDNA NGS tests. False negative: samples with EGFR mutation in allele specific 
real time PCR but Wild type in ctDNA NGS test. True negative: samples predicted as Wild type EGFR in allele specific real time PCR and ctDNA NGS tests. False positive: 
samples predicted as Wild type EGFR in allele specific real time PCR test but mutated EGFR in ctDNA NGS test.
Abbreviations: ctDNA, circulating tumor DNA; NGS, next generation sequencing.
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 mutation, b) ability to identify low frequency mutation, 

c) faster turnaround time. 

The overall sensitivity of the ctDNA assay was 91.1%; 

for Exon 19 it was 94.4% and for Exon 21 it was 77.8%. The 

poor sensitivity of Exon 21 could be attributed to the small 

number of events in the study subset with Exon 21 positiv-

ity. The sensitivity of ctDNA NGS assay is a function of the 

average panel depth. The higher the panel coverage depth, the 

higher the sensitivity, thus pushing the limits of sensitivity 

less than 0.1 for some of the clinical samples in the study. 

However, with higher depth the false positivity increases, 

nevertheless, using our unique bioinformatics proprietary 

approach we have neutralized the false positivity in the assay.

Our results compare favorably in terms of higher concor-

dance rate, sensitivity, and specificity as compared with some 

of the earlier studies on tumor tissue biopsy vs. ctDNA, to 

Table 3 List of samples detected as positive in allele specific real time PCR test and its status in ctDNA NGS test

Sample 
ID

Chromosome hg19 
position

Reference Alt Amino acid  
change

Alt allele  
frequency (%)

31906 chr7 55242479 CAACATCTCCGAAAGCCAACAAGGA C 751-758del 4.02
21321 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 21.32
23830 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 0.29
24867 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 1.14
39626 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 0.06
40278 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 0.03
40279 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 1.0
41714 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 3.37
41767 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 0.78
45203 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 0.86
46093 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 0.96
51134 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 0.51
28340 chr7 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 0.15
19779 chr7 55242465 GGAATTAAGAGAAGCA G E746-A750del 3.07
23045 chr7 55242465 GGAATTAAGAGAAGCA G E746-A750del 0.27
29938 chr7 55242465 GGAATTAAGAGAAGCA G E746-A750del 5.08
34230 chr7 55242465 GGAATTAAGAGAAGCA G E746-A750del 1.25
40089 chr7 55242465 GGAATTAAGAGAAGCA G E746-A750del 0.16
42603 chr7 55242465 GGAATTAAGA G E746-R748del 10.64
39100 chr7 55242465 GGAATTAAGA G E746-R748del 3.57
36135 chr7 55242466 GAATTAAGAGAAGCAACA G E746-T751del 0.52
35630 chr7 55242466 GAATTAAGAGAAGCAACAT G E746-T751del 0.08
48807 chr7 55242466 GAATTAAGAGAAGCAACAT G E746-T751del 0.08
23047 chr7 55242466 GAATTAAGAGAAGCAACATC G E746-T751del 0.06
45201 chr7 55242467 AATTAAGAGAAGC A L747-A750del 37.37
36137 chr7 55242466 GAATTAAGAGA G L747-E749del 4.02
23508 chr7 55242469 TTAAGAGAAGCAACATCTC T L747-S752del 0.54
46955 chr7 55242469 TTAAGAGAAGCAACATCTC T L747-S752del 12.82
36139 chr7 55242469 TTAAGAGAAGCAACATCTC T L747-S752del 0.12
35631 chr7 55242466 GAATTAAGAGAAGCAA G L747-T751del 35.38
36136 chr7 55242466 GAATTAAGAGAAGCAA G L747-T751del 9.9
27956 chr7 55242467 AATTAAGAGAAGCAAC A L747-T751del 0.27
42982 chr7 55242470 TAAGAGAAGCA T R748-A-750del 18.31
25789 None None None None  None
41354 None None None None  None
50482 chr7 55242465 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A E746-A750del 1.0
25790 chr7 55259515 T G  0.31
28574 chr7 55259515 T G  33.31
28580 chr7 55259515 T G  11.85
39627 chr7 55259515 T G  25.39
42704 chr7 55259515 T G  1.42
43563 chr7 55259515 T G  15.92
33481 None None None None  None
36208 None None None None  None
34560 chr7 55259525 T G L861R 1.0

Abbreviations: Alt, alternate allele; ctDNA, circulating tumor DNA; NGS, next generation sequencing.
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establish the EGFR mutation status.12–26 There is high vari-

ability in the performance metrics of plasma cell-free DNA 

vs. tumor tissue biopsy that could be due to various reasons 

including; sample type and size, the methods of sample col-

lection, storage, isolation and amount of the ctDNA obtained, 

followed by variation in mutation detection methods. In spite 

of this variability, a recent meta-analysis on diagnostic value 

of plasma cfDNA in place of tissue biopsy demonstrated 

adequate diagnostic accuracy for plasma cell-free DNA-

based EGFR testing as promising screening test for NSCLC 

patients.27 So far, the circulating nucleic acid isolation kit 

from Qiagen has been very robust in obtaining consistent and 

good quality cell-free DNA. Among the technologies used for 

mutation detection, several competing technologies are on the 

market, including real time PCR, ddPCR, massARRAY, and 

customized NGS protocols for liquid biopsy samples. One of 

the major advantages of NGS includes multiplexing of differ-

ent genes for targeted amplification followed by sequencing. 

This facilitates the option to derive the mutation status of 

hotspot mutations as well as other novel mutations within 

the amplicons being sequenced. In AS-PCR and ddPCR – the 

technology involves detection of predetermined hotspot/driver 

mutations alone in each assay and not the novel mutations. 

Also, multiplexing in allele specific (AS)-PCR and ddPCR 

has limitations in terms of the diversity of fluorescent probes 

used for detection of different mutations in the same pool. 

All the metrics of ctDNA assay validation were calculated 

based on the mutation status and allele frequency burden 

estimated for clinical samples and cell-free DNA external 

reference standard with known mutant allele burden at 5%, 

1% obtained from Horizon discovery (HD780).

NGS assay, being more exploratory as compared to 

known mutant target specific real time PCR assays, could 

detect novel/rare indels in Exon 19, hence, added value to 

have EGFR mutation status evaluated by NGS-based meth-

ods as and when applicable and feasible. We also observed 

more than one type of Exon 19 deletions in the same patient, 

appearing in the ctDNA at different allele frequency burden. 

Providing an estimate of allele frequency burden in a patient, 

at baseline or at any given point of time, helps in monitoring 

the drug response during subsequent liquid biopsy sampling 

events. Approximately a fraction, i.e., 20% patients who 

enrolled in the study, but could not get their tissue testing 

done, due to unavailability of tumor tissue, and only under-

went the plasma ctDNA-based EGFR mutation status assess-

ment, and there was 19.4% mutation positivity observed for 

Exon 19/21 in these patients. Put together, considering all 

Figure 2 Allele frequency distribution of EGFR mutations (Exon 19 and Exon 21) 
from the ctDNA NGS assay.
Abbreviations: ctDNA, circulating tumor DNA; NGS, next generation sequencing.
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Table 4 False negative samples on liquid biopsy reconfirmed the mutation status on tissue biopsy by NGS

Sample ID Chromosome  
position

Reference Alt Amino acid change Tissue biopsy allele  
frequency (%)

25789 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A p.Glu746_Ala750del 9
33481 55259515 T G p.Leu858Arg 11.7
36208 55259515 T G p.Leu858Arg 32.9
41354 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A p.Glu746_Ala750del 4.5

Abbreviation: NGS, next generation sequencing.

Table 5 Mutation status of subset of patients (31) where only liquid biopsy was available for EGFR mutation assessment

Sample ID Chromosome 7 Reference Alt Amino acid change Liquid biopsy allele 
frequency (%)

19778 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A p.Glu746_Ala750del 0.01
29939 55259515 T G p.Leu858Arg 0.41

34227 55259515 T G p.Leu858Arg 30.3

42981 55259515 T G p.Leu858Arg 11.53

48400 55242464 AGGAATTAAGAGAAGC A p.Glu746_Ala750del 0.007
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the 163 patients who initially enrolled in the study, nearly 

12.2% of patients could get the option of targeted therapy 

with EGFR TKI in this study subset, benefited by plasma 

ctDNA-based NGS testing, who would have been otherwise 

considered for standard chemotherapy.

The clinical efficacy and sensitivity of EGFR TKIs 

gefitinib, erlotinib, and afatinib in EGFR mutation positive 

(except T790M) NSCLC patients is well established.28 Recent 

studies have shown patients with mutation positivity on 

ctDNA had poor clinical outcome measured by PFS and OS 

as compared to those patients who were ctDNA negative and 

tissue DNA positive for EGFR mutation status.29,30 Such a 

comparison could not be assessed in our study as we had more 

than 97% of the patients with ctDNA positivity in concor-

dance with tissue DNA and they are being closely followed-

up. In both Caucasian and Asian populations similar high 

concordance between tissue EGFR status and liquid biopsy 

has been reported.9,12,21,27 Most of these studies on NSCLC 

have reported >90% concordance in EGFR mutation status 

between tissue biopsy and plasma cfDNA using different 

technologies. Kimura et al12 have shown 92.9% (39/42) con-

cordance in EGFR mutation status between tumors and serum 

samples using direct sequencing and ARMS technology. In 

a paired tumor and plasma samples study by He et al,21 the 

concordance between direct sequencing and mutant-enriched 

PCR was 94.4% (17/18). In another study by Douillard et al, 

(ASSESS)9,44 the concordance for matched tissue/cytologic 

and plasma samples was tested with the Qiagen therascreen 

kit, and was highly consistent with that of Efficacy, Safety, 

Tolerability of Gefitinib as 1st Line in Caucasian Patients 

Table 6 Concordance assessment of mutation positivity in EGFR Exon 19 across different platforms

Sample ID Exon 
number

NGS  
(ctDNA)

qPCR  
(Tissue)

droplet digital  
PCR (ctDNA)

19779 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
21321 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
23047 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
23045 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
23508 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
23830 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
24867 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
29938 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
34230 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
39100 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
39626 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
40089 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
40278 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
40279 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
41714 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
41767 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
42603 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
45201 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
45203 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
46093 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
46955 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
50482 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
51134 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
27956 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
28340 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
31906 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
35630 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
35631 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
36135 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
36136 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
36137 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
36139 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
42982 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive
48807 Exon 19 Positive Positive Positive

Abbreviations: ctDNA, circulating tumor DNA; NGS, next generation sequencing.
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With EGFR Mutation Positive Advanced NSCLC (IFUM) 

study45 (concordance 95% [131 of 138], sensitivity 73% 

[16 of 22], specificity 99% [115 of 116], positive predictive 

value 94% [16 of 17], and negative predictive value 95% 

[115 of 121]). From our experience, and based on clinical 

studies published in the literature,25 the following could be 

some of the reasons for achieving a high concordance rate 

between tissue biopsy and plasma cfDNA: a) the design of 

the study – all the patients were recruited treatment naïve and 

parallel sampling of tissue and liquid biopsy was ensured to 

avoid any temporal variation in the mutation evolution in the 

plasma; b) all patients were in advanced stage of the cancer 

(stage IV); c) ultra-deep sequencing of the samples (median 

depth of 100,000×); d) in NSCLC, adenocarcinoma patients, 

literature11 suggests that >90% of these patients carry muta-

tions in either Exon19 or Exon 21 of EGFR.

A few studies29,31 have shown that the yield of mutant 

allele burden in ctDNA at baseline was associated with 

aggressive disease, which could not be verified in our study 

due to the small number of subjects presenting high mutant 

allele burden. The yield of cfDNA varied across all the 

subjects though not very significantly. The mutant allele 

burden varied significantly across subjects who all presented 

with advanced disease. This further indicates that not all 

tumors with similar clinical staging would yield comparable 

ctDNA, and the penetrance of mutant DNA molecules from 

the primary or metastatic sites may vary across individuals 

with the same EGFR mutations and similar clinical staging 

at the time of diagnosis.

To summarize, until date, to the best of our knowledge, 

in an Indian population, the current study on 163 NSCLC 

patients provides the largest cohort of data demonstrating the 

application of liquid biopsy/ctDNA-based EGFR mutation 

detection in blood. Post-baseline, periodic blood sampling 

of these patients would enable us to assess the treatment 

response during the course of treatment and at the time of 

disease progression.

In conclusion, this study successfully demonstrates the 

clinical validation of ctDNA-based molecular profiling by 

NGS methods. All the pre-analytical and analytical variables 

that may affect the results of ctDNA and its comparison with 

tissue typing have been carefully addressed and sampling 

events have been synchronized for all the patients to avoid 

such variations. The decision to use EGFR Exon 19 and 

Exon 21, was to investigate the role of major oncogenic 

drivers involved in lung carcinogenesis with a potential role 

in personalized therapy planning in NSCLC patients. The 

co-existing nature of different mutant subgroups reveals the 

inherent genetic complexity, providing alternative options 

to guide treatment decisions. Our performance metrics are 

on par with the most sensitive methods documented in lit-

erature. A non-zero false negativity has been a limitation in 

ctDNA-based molecular profiling. Further advancements in 

ctDNA isolation and mutation detection technologies may 

overcome the barrier of false negativity. Until date, ctDNA 

remains a marker for prognosis and clinical follow-up. 

Its sensitivity and robustness in detecting cancer specific 

mutations in blood has not been well established in diverse 

clinical presentations of early stage cancers. Considering its 

dynamic variability across different stages of cancer, it will 

be a long time before we can use ctDNA as a standard clini-

cal biomarker for early diagnosis or early cancer screening 

or as a cancer predisposition tool. 
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